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Nickle Plated Small Case
Handle

$4.95

Product Images

Short Description
Anyone who's been to a LAN Party knows that it is far superior to playing games over the internet. Our case
handles make it easier to tote your case around to these events by putting a handle on top. This handle is
nickle plated brass for a nice heavy feel to it and a fantastic look on all cases. These handles are perfectly
suited for LAN cases. They are standard "U" shaped "Oval" handles. This means that the metal is not round,
but oval, to be easier on your hands.

Description
Tote Your Box !
Anyone who's been to a LAN Party knows that it is far superior to playing games over the internet. Our case handles make it easier
to tote your case around to these events by putting a handle on top. This handle is nickle plated brass for a nice heavy feel to it
and a fantastic look on all cases. These handles are perfectly suited for LAN cases. They are standard "U" shaped "Oval" handles.
This means that the metal is not round, but oval, to be easier on your hands.
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Of course, no kit is complete without supplying everything you need, and we include not only the mounting hardware, but also
large fender washers that keep your case from buckling or bending due to a heavy load.

Specifications
Oval handle
Size: 3.0"L x 1.3"H
Color/Base metal: Nickel plate/Brass
5/8" oval diameter
9/32" thick
10-32 internal thread size
Kit includes (1) aluminum case handle and all mounting hardware

Additional Information
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SKU

CASEHD-SM-NP

Weight

0.7500

Color

Silver

Case Accessory Type

Handles & Carrying Cases

Vendor SKU/EAN

3370-01017
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